Meeting
The San Jose Liberation
Front will hold an open
meeting today at noon in
Morris Dailey Auditorium to
discuss The "Peoples Peace
Treaty," the defense of the
"SJS 13" and the action to be
taken against Air Force
recruiters.
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Letters
Today is the last day. in
which students may obtain
fact sheets, maps and addresses of legislators to
%rite letters protesting the
proposed budget cuts at the
Associated Students table set
up in the College I 111011 lobby
outside the cafeteria.
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Five Nabbed in Raids;
Two SJLF Homes Hit

NEIGHBORLY CHATTwo young Board and Care Home
residents talk to an SJS student. The two say they like the

People, Owners Differ

campus area but would like to see their curfew restrictions
rem.% ed. House resid. tits range from ages 18 to 64.
Daily photo by Steve Marley

Mental Problems Aided in Homes
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second of three articles exploring the Board and Care Homes, sometimes erroneously referred to as Half-Way Houses, which dot the campus
community. Today’s series deals with the operators and
owners of the approximately 55 homes In the SJS area.
By STEVE PAPINCHAK
Daily Staff Writer
About 40 persons own an estimated 55 Board and Care
Homes in the SJS area, according to informal findings.
As a result, there are approximately 40 types of Board
and Care Homes, or Half-Way Houses, as they are incorrectly called.
Caring mainly for people with a variety of mentally related problems, each house sets its own rules. For
example:
Some set night-time curfews, others lock doors each
night. Many allow residents to come and go as they
please.
A few owners schedule group therapy sessions, most
do not.
Almost all owners operate their own homes, some are
absentee owners.
Aside from these, and other differences in board and
care home operations, homes differ according to clientele.
For the most part, the owner’s attitude will determine
what kind of people occupy each house, says Dr. Raymond
Reynaud, a San Jose psychiatrist who visits patients in a
number of Board and Care Homes.

Varying Degrees
As a result, some homes board mainly persons inflicted
with varying degrees of mental retardation and epilepsy.
Other owners house a majority of persons with schizophrenia and other psychoses.
The list continues with no set patterneach house has
its own distinct personality.
Board and Care Homes are licensed only as standard
boarding houses.
Although not under any central authority, the homes,
which according to investigation, house about 750 people,
are indirectly governed in two ways.
Since most board and care home residents receive
government assistance, officials from various agencies
continually visit homes.
Urcela Coventry, of the Social Services Department
(formerly called the Welfare Department, says her
office constantly inspects each home boarding aid to totally dependents ATD) clients.
Agency workers ask residents about food, living conditions and treatment given at each house.
If complaints persist, Mrs. C’oventry’s workers urge
ATD recipients to move elsewhere.
If this happens, word spreads quickly to the 10 govern-

ment agencies referring people to board and care homes.
-If you lose one guest, word gets around and pretty soon
their home will be empty," states Mrs. Coventry.
Aside from this informal regulation, general rules are
set by the Progress Homes Association, a group of 40
board and care homes.
Carl Anderson, owner of three homes and chairman of
the association, admits he is dissatisfied with a few
owners.

Clean House
He says, "We’re going to clean our own house. Operators are either going to cut the mustard, or else!"
But who belongs to the association? Are they trained?
How do they become owners?
Some owners are former technicians from Agnews
State Hospital, while others have no formal training, says
Mrs. Coventry.
But, she explains, "gentle, yet firm, patience," not a
degree, is the prime prerequisite for handling mentally
disturbed persons.
"We have a better program than anywhere in California," Mrs. Coventry adds.
Many board and care home owners formally ran boarding houses for college students. During the mid-1960’s
many apartments were built in the campus area. These
new dwellings and the discontinuance of student approved
housing in 1969 produced vacancies in many boarding
houses.
Moreover, in 1965-66, state and federal mental hospitals,
following a national trend which de-emphasized institutionalization of all but the most serious mental patients,
were seeking Board and Care Homes for released
patients.

Many Factors

A combination of the above, local R-3 i multiple family
dwelling ) zoning, and a central location made the SJS
area "ripe" for converting student housing into board and
care homes.
Although the Board and Care Homes are licensed by the
county only as boarding houses, some operators would
like to see state licensing of board and care facilities.
The Social Service Department has unsuccessfully
sought such licensing for some years.
Now, five years after the beginning of the board and
care home influx into the campus area, it seems that,
generally, the homes and students live in harmony.
But students ask two questions: Will Board and Care
Homes multiply and occupy more housing in the campus
area? And, are owners getting rich in the board and care
business?
These questions will be explored in Monday’s final
article of this three part series on Board and Care Homes.

By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Political Writer
In a series of raids around the SJS
area last night, at least five persons
were arrested by more than fifteen officers in a convoy of six or seven police
cars.
All five were released on their own
recognizance and were scheduled to
appear in the courtroom of Judge
Harold Chapman this morning at 9 a.m.
Arrested were Werner Becker, 23,
disturbing the peace and battery; Jody
Forrester, 19, disturbing the peace;
Danny O’Neal, i charges were not
available at press time); Craig Shubert, 23, disturbing the peace, attempting a crime, malicious mischief and
battery; and Darell (Gino) Varadan,
20, disturbing the peace, malicious mischief and battery.
The arrests came less than one week
after 13 protesters were arrested
during a demonstration against industrial recruiting. Becker, Shubert
and Varadan were three of the 13
arrested last Thursday.
The five were taken into custody last
night at two different locations. Shubert
and Becker were seized at 82 Pierce
St. and Miss Forrester, O’Neal, and
Varadan were arrested at 556 S. 5th St.
Apt. 14.
Sharon Hall, resident at the Pierce
Street address told the following: "I
noticed that at about 6 p.m., two cops
from the metropolitan squad were
parked across the street from my
house. I was home alone, so I called
sonic friends, and five people came
over. They were Craig ( Shubert),
Margie (Drake), Werner ( Becker ),
Thom I Hoffar ) and Karen Sue Bowman).
-We were all in the house. About 20
minutes later, more cop cars screeched
to a halt in front of the house. I ran outside and asked for a warrant. They said
they had a warrant for two persons that
were inside the house.
"They barged inside without showing
a warrant or anything. They put us all
up against the walls and busted Werner
and (’raig for trespassing and disturbing the peace. We didn’t know why.
"Then they rampaged through the
house, went through the drains, the
beds and everything. They took two

shotguns, some shotgun shells and one
M-1 rifle and other things. They may
have taken more, but I don’t know yet.
"After they thoroughly went through
everything and searched the people
who live next door, who were coming
home from shopping, they split."
At 7 p.m., the officers moved on the
Fifth Street address. Ted James, chairman of the San Jose Liberation Front
and an SJS student, gave the following
account of the second encounter:
"Cops came to the door and said, ’It’s
Jim. Open up!" We said, ’Who’s Jim?’
’rhe guy then said, ’Open up, or we’ll
kick the door in.’ We said, ’Let’s see a
warrant. Slide it under the door.’
"They kicked the door in. They
ordered everyone up against the wall
with their hands up.

Recall Leaders
Change Strategy
By BOB PELLERIN
Daily Political Writer
A slight shift in emphasis has been
noted in the camp of those who are
trying to oust A.S. President Bill Langan from office. They now seek to keep
him from staying in office past his
term, as two predecessors had done.
The shift was signaled by recall co
leader Andy McDonald yesterday, only
four days before the recall election that
is scheduled for Tuesday and Wednesday.
That election will end a drive by the
recall proponents that began in November but has been delayed until now
through numerous judicial appeals.
"We realize that this recall attempt
will not really have much effect on student government this late in the year,"
said McDonald. "It is absurd to suppose
that.
"We just want to get Bill out now so
that he won’t stay in office if there
should be some violation in the AS.
general election in April," said McDonald.

Student Presidents Push
College Name Change
The university status bill, presently
before the Senate, will be discussed at
the California State College Student
Presidents Association I CSCSPA )
meeting in San Luis Obispo tomorrow.
CS(SPA will examine ways in which
the group might insure its passage,
according to Jim Ferryman, A.S.
executive vice president.
Ferryman said the bill, which died in
the Senate last year, will probably pass
this year. Last year, it had seemingly
enough verbal commitments for
passage.
"The problem was," said Ferryman,
"everyone didn’t show up to vote for it
who said they would and as a result it

"They handcuffed Jody, ’)rets roF
Danny (O’Neal) and Gino Varadan).
They then checked the identifications
for the rest of us and threatened a
’sister’ with arrest if she refused to
have her picture taken. They ransacked
the apartment and took two legal weapons, a rifle and a pistol.
-A sergeant threatened me just before
they left. The officer said, ’Ted if you
don’t resist us we won’t have to hurt
anyone, but if you try anything, some
people are going to get hurt."
When the officers left the Fifth Street
address, one of the officers had a fistful
of warrants. Later, a police car pulled
up in front of the Pierce Street home.
When asked why he was there he replied, -Just looking for some more people."

failed by one vote."
He said the CSCSPA would try to
have all of the bill’s supporters in the
Senate in attendance for the vote, and
simultaneously would be talking to
Gov. Reagan to prevent him from veto
ing the measure.
In addition, Ferryman said, the
(7SCSPA would be re-examining a bill
submitted by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, 1)-San Jose, which asks for
open admissions in the state colleges.
The bill would require colleges to admit
a percentage of minority students equal
to the percentage each group has in the
state.
Continued on Page 3.

He pointed out that two past presidentsVic Lee 1967) and Dick Miner
1968)had their terms prolonged because of just such violations. Each
spent extra summer months in office
when spring election results were
appealed to the A.S. Judiciary. While
waiting for another election, both retained office.
"It’s not necessarily Bill that we’re
fighting against now," added McDonald. "What we want to do is fight
the bureaucratic processes which
might keep him in power."
Langan has already announced that
he will not run for re-election in the
spring election. He has maintained that
a recall attempt this late in the year is
"designed, primarily, to keep me from
concentrating on my programs."
McDonald and his co-leader David
Krawitz, a council member, also issued
a position paper yesterday. It was the
first formal statement presented by the
recall leaders in the basically quiet
recall campaign.
In its brief paper, the leaders accuse
the Langan administration of stalling
the recall process. It blames Langan
sympathizers on the election board in
the Judiciary and in Dean of Students
Robert Martin’s office for the delay.
"Even though we experienced continued delay tactics, in the end our
judgment was affirmed as just and
correct," they said in the paper. "Now
we come to the student body for the ultimate affirmation."
The paper continues, .....we would
like the students to go on record to show
that the true power lies with the people.
You can fight City Hall."
Although McDonald later admitted
that the members of the election board
were all appointed by former A.S.
President James Edwards, he maintained that at least one "Langan man"
played a big role in the election board’s
deliberations.
The election voting will be held at
three booths on campus from 8:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. both days. In addition, two
booths will handle voting from 2:30 to
7:30 p.m.

Year of SJS University Status
Forseen as 1971 by Alumni
"If the university status bill passed
the Senate today, our efforts would
immediately be shifted to Governor
Reagan," Mike Neufeld, executive
alumni director, said yesterday while
addressing members of the Alumni
Association at a meeting in the College
Union.
In a study prepared by Neufeld, and
presented to the alumni board, it was
noted that the governor had voiced
some opposition to the measure in the
past. "As of now," the report stated,
"we don’t know the governor’s exact
stance but we’re prepared to pull out all
stops to make 1971 the year we become
San Jose State University."
The report also stated that one of the

kt). committees is the Senate Finance
Committee. This committee has killed
the measure in the past and the votes of
seven members are required to report
the measure out to the full Senate.
"We’ve already lined up several votes
in favor of AB 123 and must begin working on the remainder of the contmittee.’ Neufeld stated.
A major letter campaign was recommended in the report as one way to influence undecided senators to vote in
favor of the legislation.
In addition to alumni." Patrick
Spooner, no
alumni president
stated. "we encourage all students,
parents, and faculty to write members
of the Senate Finance Committee

including Author* Beilenson tD-Los
Angeles), Lou Cusanovich I ft -Sherman
Oaks 1, John Holmdahl D-Oakland ),
R.
Hobert
and
Logomarsmo
Ventura
The bill will.probably be assigned to
the Senate Education Committee next
week where opposition has not been
strong in the past. Following the
approval flf the Education Committee,
the Fin:1)ov Committee will have to
t kettle.
Thr a lumni board also considered
promotion of their 1971 European
Trawl Program, a statewide alumni
and their Funds for E xcelmacs it
e in Education FEE ) campaign
is hich would provide funds for acklifor students.
ii nil

I t INIFrom left to right is Mike Neufeld, esecutice
alumni director, and Patrick Spooner, national alumni president at yesterday’s Alii nmi Association meeting in the (’ol-

lege Union. The status of SJS univehity-standing was the
topic if discussion as Neufeld addressed Alumni members.
Daily photo by Steve Marlej
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Editorials

Weak Constitution
A change must be made in the constitutional clause which provides for the
appointment of justices to the student-faculty A.S. Judiciary.
Four of the judges on the nine-man Judiciary were due to be replaced in
January. Here it is, the middle of March, and those four justices remain. They
remain because the constitution is weak.
According to that document, appointees to the new posts are to be determined through interviews by a five-member Judicial Selection Committee.
Those appointees then must be approved by a two-thirds’ vote of A.S. Council.
But the members on the Judicial Selection Committee are strictly defined by
the constitution. They are: past chief justice of the Judiciary, A.S. personnel
selection officer, A.S. Council vice chairman, and adviser to A.S. Council, and
a past faculty justice.
The problem? For the past month, the members of the committee have not
been able to meet at the same time, causing several postponements of the
interviews.
Two weeks ago, some 40 students showed up for the interviews. But two of
the membersCouncil Vice Chairman Mike Buck and past faculty justice
Yosh Uchidacouldn’t show up. The interviews were held by the three other
committee members. But council subsequently rejected the appointees because the full five-man committee wasn’t present.
Part of the problem is with the committee members. They have a great
obligation to show up for the interview sessions. This is a high priority issue.
But sometimes the members just aren’t available, and that’s where the
weak constitution comes in. There should be a provision in the article that
allows substitutes to be appointed to the committee, if regular members can’t
show. They could be appointed by either the college president, council or any
other authority.
In this way, if members aren’t available it will not cause months of delay in
the judicial process.
It is clear that a constitutional change is in order.

Fight for Survival
In the eyes of Gov. Reagan, U.C. President Charles Hitch has committed a
grievous sinhe has dared to openly criticize the governor and to fight for the
survival of quality universities.
It is indeed a happy surprise to see President Hitch wage a serious battle
against the administration over the mutilation of the budget. Reagan cut the
Board of Regents’ request of $439 million to $337 million, thus offering absolutely no increase over this year’s funds in the face of an expected 4,326 new
university students.
The situation is so critical that a concerned Hitch told state legislators this
week that "...indifference and neglect as well as conscious effort" threatens to
destroy the university. He strongly implied that Reagan was guilty of "false
economics" which has made this year’s budget "by far the worst."
Reagan subtly threatened Hitch, we believe, by retorting, "I just thought he
was unduly enthusiastic in pleading his case." To be sure, Hitch’s courage has
placed him in a precarious position. Some believe the governor used a budgettuition rumble in 1967 as a partial basis for firing U.C. President Clark Kerr.
We wouldn’t put it past Reagan to engineer a similar purge of Hitch should
the educator continue to attack the budget cut.
Yet, we applaud Hitch and encourage him to continue his efforts. And we
await other leaders in state education to aid Hitch in this urgent campaign to
mobilize legislative support to amend the state college and the university
budgets.
Just how long Hitch has to put his head on the block while more than 20
regents hide theirs under the desk is cause for concern. There has been pitifully little feedback to the devastating budget-slashing by the regents. Hitch
appears to be lone spokesman willing to cause ripples.
In recent weeks. Hitch has campaigned statewide and appeared before an
Assembly budget subcommittee in his lobbying for more funds. In an appeal to
legislators and the people of California, he has tastefully and justifiably employed strong language to support his plea for reinstatement of $102 million in
the university budget.
Eventually though, Reagan will have the last word on the budget issue since
he can veto or trim any allocation passed by the legislature. Such a disastrous
move would best be faced by a solidified and powerful college and university
leadership dead set against the threat to higher education.
We are waiting for other leaders in education to actively join the fight while
there’s still time.

Staff Comment

"No wonder they needed such a large building!"

Letters To The Editor

Birth Control of Value to All
Reasons Why
Editor:
I would like to respond to Joseph
Addison’s letter in the March 10 issue of
the Daily in which he statesamong
other things- that SJS shouldn’t have a
birth control clinic at the Health Center.
Mr. Addison states that "If the SJS
Health Center were to provide such
materials, it would be subsidizing behavior which is considered reprehensible by many in this community." His
answer to the need of this clinic is a
simple one --foregoing sex. Mr. Addison
feels that instead of using birth control
devices, a person should "forego premarital sexual relations out of respect
for oneself and the other person involved.- Mr. Addison forgets to mention
the married students who would find a
clinic such as this very helpful in
planning their families. Surely he
doesn t expect a married couple to forego sex. There is a widespread concern
now over the problems of overpopulation and many people would rather
plan their families instead of using
guesswork and hope. To them, a clinic
would be very helpful and benificiol.
Mr. Addison further states that "there
is no question here of forcing moral
judgments on others." He feels the
opposite is truethat opening a birth
control clinic would be forcing one’s set
of beliefs on the whole community by
making them pay the bill. He feels that
he would be made to pay for the operation of the clinic. This is pure fiction. It is
obvious Mr. Addison knows very little
about birth’ control clinics. The main
reason for on on -campus clinic is to
relieve some of the burden from Planned Parenthood which operates a clinic
very close to the campus. Planned
Parenthood is currently overcrowded
because of the number of SJS students
using its facilities. It has been proposed
that the center on campus be modeled
after Planned Parenthood. This means
that each patient pays for thc services
she receives. The doctors and nurses ore
all volunteers. Nobody subsidizes them
and no onethe community, the school,
Mr. Addisonwill have to give the birth
control clinic at SJS any money they
don’t want to.
It seems such a pity when people raise
a big fuss over something they know
very little about. Much time and effort
could be saved if the facts are ascertained first. Birth control pills have been
around for a long time and any girl that
wants them can get them either from a
doctor or a clinic. Having a clinic on
campus will merely relieve some of the
overcrowdedness of Planned ParentAmericane Z77 A12111 unzforms/ Who
multi ever suspect ?!’

Professionals Plan Concerts
By MARTY PASTULA
Higher education in this day and age
has reached a level of educating a mass
public. The state college and university
systems of California function on a
budget of 653 million dollars. There can
be no question that education in California has become a big business in
terms of staff maintenance and development. In the course of this rapid expansion, the entertainment need of the stu
dents has also expanded.
In this age of highly specialized entertainment salesmen, colleges and universities are confronted with a group of
professionals dealing on an individual
basis with entertninment directors or
committees who have little or no exper-

ience at negotiating with these professionals. As a result the vast majority of
college concerts have been constantly
faced with a deficit position.
As long as the situation exists where
amateurs are dealing with professionals, the students and taxpayers of
the state of California will be taken
advantage of.
It is my hope that the trustees and
regents will institute a state-controlled
agency of professionals to control the
organization of college concerts.
This agency will unite the state colleges and universities, and make block
booking, which has been attempted for
many years, become a reality which may
help colleges to break even.

hood. A clinic on campus will not
promote illicit sex as Mr. Addison
suggests. It will merely perform a
service, which is sorely needed.
Keith Plottel
003921
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Spirit Fusion
By MIKE FARRELL
Muhammad Ali is on the canvas.
White Americans finally have the
chance to smash the gruesome thorn
which has haunted them since 1967.
Taunts and catchy phrases ridiculing
the beaten fighter pop into the minds of
people throughout the nation: "Only Ali
would go pokin’ in the middle of a forest
fire," or, "Ali retired in 1967 because he
saw Smoke on the horizon."’
How sweet is vengeance.
But, the same people who have their
ammunition firing at the downed
warrior should ask themselves:
How many have the courage it took
for Ali to merely step into the ring?
How many have the fortitude to stand
up and do their best to provide leadership for their race, especially, when it
would have been easier to sit back and
live rich?
How many have the guts to stand up
and voice their beliefs, (right or wrong),
in the face of national scorn?
Ali filled an important gap. With his
spirit he provided black Americans with
a folk hero who could stand up, preach
the impossible, and, then make it
happen. For once it wasn’t John Wayne,
or Audie Murphy, but a black man providing the legend.
Cassius Muhammad Clay Ali proved to
every black in America that a black
person could speak his mind without
dangling at the end of a rope. To many
of them it was a startling realization.
Monday night a new legend was born.
Joe Frazier came off of a South Carolina
farm with the indomitable determination of a new Joe Louis.
Frazier won’t win any eloquence contests. He talks in a slow choppy drawl.
Many would say he sounds like a dumb
nigger. But Americans will learn fast
that the man with a stammering voice
very often has the most to say.
Ali has not stepped down. He has
merely moved over to allow Frazier to
stand by his side.
A fusion of the spirit of Ali and the
determination of Frazier will give all
Americans, especially black Americans,
champions to be proud of.
Rather than hit the man while he is
down, it would seem fitting to say, "Long
live the kings."
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Letters to the Editor
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Letters to
the Editor must not exceed 250 words,
must be typewritten, double spaced
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s name and
faculty or A number. The Daily will not
print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The
editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

By DENNIS BEVERAGE
Editor SJS RTNC
President Bunzel, before the Academic Council Monday. criticized the
Spartan Daily for an editorial concerning
last week’s confrontation between students and police. I would like to join
President Bunzel in criticizing the Doily’s
handling of the entire situation.
To begin with. I was at the rally from
the time it began at noon until 1:30 p.m.
During this time I saw and heard with my
own eyes and ears Craig Schubert and
members of the Lib Front actively advocate violence in the form of overrunning
the campus security police and storming
the College Union ballroom where the
recruiting was taking place. I saw the
demonstrators close in on one recruiter
as he left the Union. They grouped
around him, jobbed him and poked him,
and physically intimidated him. As
campus security officers came to his
rescue the radicals allowed him to
proceed down the stairwell. But one
demure female managed to get her feet
tangled in the recruiter’s legs and it was
only .the man’s quick reflexes that
prevented him from taking a nasty spill
backwards down the bottom half of the
stairwell.
I saw this, but I didn’t see any Daily reporters.
After the guerrilla theatre was over,
about 1 p.m. the Lib Front’s first step was
to try to set up a picket line on the balcony of the Union. Chief Quinton said no
and the radicals said yes and attempted
to push their way up the stairs. I was
there but I didn’t see a Daily reporter.
It’s my opinion the radicals had more
in mind than a mere picket line on the
balcony. On several occasions I heard
radicals press for o confrontation with
the recruiters.
Chief Quinton allowed me into the
Union Ballroom to interview a Standard
Oil recruiter for a couple of minutes. I
looked at the appointment schedule. I
talked with campus recruiting officials in
the College Union. But I didn’t see a reporter from the Daily. Not one.
I come back here to the Radio and
Television News center to see that my
staff got off to work. I sent two reporters
to the College Union to keep an eye on
the situation. At approximately 3 p.m.
they informed me the Tac Squad was
coming. I went back to the Union. Sure
enough there were blue shirts and
badges everywhere. And lo and behold,
there was good sprinkling of reporters,
from the Daily staff.
Now I don’t condone the manner in
which police were used on campus lost
Thursday. It is ridiculous that those
plainclothes officers who were jumped
would put themselves into any position
where such a thing could happen. That
action precipitated the calling of the Tac
Squad. It is also inexcusable that some
radicals would allow themselves to become involved in a hassle with plainclothes officers.
And as for the Daily’s remark today
that shouts of anger should be directed
at the San Jose Police Deportment for
unnecessary free-weilding of their
clubs ---I just don’t think it’s true. I saw
only one incident where police action
was not provoked. That came as the Tac
Squad swept around the wall which
guards the underground entrance to the
Union. Two young women were on the
far side trying to avoid the entire scene.
They were trapped by the wall the Tac
Squad formed. This is a particular case
which should be investigated. But the
Daily has yet to produce any concrete
evidence of police brutality in any other
form.
As for students who got arrested for
merely gawking and moving along with
the crowd as the Daily also announced
Tuesday, it is unfortunate if they were
actually arrested for this reason. But, if
instead they were arrested because they
resisted orders to move and keep
moving by uniformed officers and if they
attempted to keep the uniformed officers from doing their ordered job by
simply using themselves as an obstruction, then perhaps it is a court of law
that should determine their guilt or
innocence.
The whole point to this statement is
that I believe the Spartan Daily should
examine its editorial policy. Editorials
should be written to make people think
about the situation at hand as much as
to express an opinion.
The Daily has just about determined
guilt or innocence on a number of incidents without presenting facts in context
with the statement of opinion. This
policy only contributes to the ignorance
of the community which the Daily
serves.
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LAGOS. Nigeria- -Whitney M. Young, executive director of
the Urban league, died yesterday while swimming in the Atlantic Ocean.
Young, 49, who was in Lagos as a participant in the Ford
Foundation -sponsored African -American dialogues,
apparently collapsed in the water at Lighthouse Beach on
Tarqua Bay.
The cause of death was not established, but a heart attack
was thought to be a possibility.
His body was taken to the Lagos General Hospital where an
autopsy is scheduled.

Police Arrest Protesters
BERKELEYPolice arrested a dozen antiwar protesters
who blocked the entrance to the Berkeley draft board office
yesterday morning for 45 minutes.
The pickets issued a statement saying the act was not
simply an anti-draft protest but "protests against the everwidening Indochina war.
.We are attempting to disrupt the draft because it is a vital
part of the war effort," they said.

Customs Drills Female Force
WASHINGTONSeveral women will soon be joining the
nation’s sky marshal force to catch plane hijackers, the
Customs Bureau said yesterday.
A spokesman for the bureau said the women, trained in
judo, karate and the use of firearms, are on their way to
passing a rigid four -week training course at Ft. Belvoir, Va.
The Customs Bureau declined to say how many women sky
marshals will be joining the force, but it said it has always
had an open recruiting policy barring discrimination on the
basis of sex.

Boycott Slows Food Sales
FRESNOFresno State College officials said yesterday
food sales in the student cafeteria have dropped more than 20
per cent since a boycott was started by students opposed to
the use of lettuce not picked by members of Caesar Chavez’
union.
Mexican-American students have picketed the cafeteria
facilities since Monday protesting refusal of a request by the
student senate to buy only lettuce picked by the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee, AFL-CIO.
The student senate proposal was rejected by the FSC Association board of directors. The association governs college
services such as the cafeteria and bookstore.
The protesting students set up tables outside the cafeteria
and were selling sandwiches, tamales, soft drinks and coffee
at prices 20 to 50 per cent lower than in the student cafeteria
and coffee shop.

Teacher Proposal Studied
SACRAMENTOThe State Board of Education yesterday
began studying a proposal to cut teachers’ probationary
period from three years to one and allow firing of a first-year
teacher without an administrative hearing.
At present, a complex administrative hearing procedure is
required to dismiss probationary teachers.
The proposal, developed by a 22-member committee on
teacher tenure, also suggests that administrative hearing
officersrather than courtshandle appeals of disputed
firings.
1
The hearing officer’s decision would be binding on both the
teacher and the school district.
The tenure reform proposals came out of a year-long
study but they were not unanimously adopted by the ad hoc
committee. Several committee members filed opposing
minority reports. Opposition also came from the California
School Board Association and the California Federation of
Teachers.

’Pot’ Found on Navy Ship
LOS ANGELESThirty Navy enlisted men were transferred from a Navy destroyer after military investigators
found that marijuana had been smoked aboard the ship, a
Navy spokesman said yesterday.
He said the men, all from the James E. Kyes, were ordered
from the ship to the Terminal Island naval facility for
investigation. He said it wasn’t known yet whether any were
charged in the case.

Mrs. Gandhi To Aid Poor
NEW DELHIPrime Minister Indira Gandhi, triumphant
in parliamentary elections, declared yesterday that her new
government’s first priority will be to lessen disparities
between the rich and the poor in India. She outlined plans for
a social revolution.
"One feels the urge to do something quickly," she told her
first news conference after the Congress party’s massive
election victory.
"If this election has proved anything, it has proved what
strong roots democracy has here, and how discerning our
people are," Mrs. Gandhi said.

Coeds Seize Men’s Restroom
SAN DIEGOThe girls have seized a men’s restroom at
San Diego State College.
The coeds told campus reporters yesterday that the light
which they need for makeup and hair combing is better in the
men’s room than in their own.
Only one male student was inside the first-floor facility in
the Social Sciences Building when three girls walked in.
"When I saw the girls, I got out of there quick," he said.
A few minutes later, a professor said he "walked right in
and walked right out."
S. Swift, assistant dean of students, said there is nothing
specific in the disciplinary rules against women using men’s
rooms "and vice versa."
"But," he said, "if this becomes widespread, I am somewhat sure that a specific rule will be drafted."
Support for "the Liberation of All Restrooms" was voiced
by spokeswomen of both the Women’s Studies Program and
the Women’s Liberation Movement on campus.

Where obi- goes
love follows and waits
upon his faithful messenger.

CONFUSED?DaveLoeding, psychology
department equipment technician demonstrates "his" machines to psychology
majors. The striped circular disc in the
front foreground measures the confusion

factor. When the disc spins, depending on
how much the black and white mix together, the person being tested either has a
high or loss confusion factor. Confused?
Everyone is, its just a question of degree.
Photo by Ron Burda

Saturday’s program n was
the first of eight orientation
programs to be held this
spring. Future programs
will be held for these school
districts.
Jose
10San
March
Unified School District.
March 31Santa Clara
Unified and Milpitas school
districts.
April 14East Side Union
School District.
"San Jose State has an
extremely attractive campus for such a ’blah’ city,"
said Peg Morris, 18, of
Tunkhannocli, Pa.
Miss Morris was one of 340
students from all over the
country to attend SJS’s high
school visitation program
held in the residence hall
dining commons last Saturday.
According to Mrs. Phyllis
Sutphen, assistant to the
associate dean of student

Political Game Playing

Personnel Officer Caught in Middle
By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
Although he’s never been
to Vietnam, Reed Sparks
probably has a definite idea
of what the DMZ is like.
As AS, Personnel Selection Officer, Sparks is caught
directly in the middle of the
political games that the A.S.
Administration
Executive
and council have been playing.
"My basic responsibility is
to get students involved and
working on the various established committees for the
improvement of the college," Sparks commented.
"When I make appointments
that are satisfactory to the
administration, however, the
council often won’t approve
them, and when I make
suggestions that the council
feels are right, the administration blocks them," he
lamented.
This situation makes it extremely difficult for Sparks
to fill the committee
vacancies and produce a
working committee system.
Despite this interference
from both branches of
government, Sparks has
managed to revitalize the
Personnel Selection Office
that was stagnant for so long
at the beginning of the year.
LANGAN
When he was appointed to
the position by A.S. President Bill Langan late in the
fall semester, there were
more than 50 vacancies in

Bill Helps
Minorities
Continued from Page 1.
"With EOP in jeopardy because of the budget cuts,"
said A.S. President Bill Langan, "this bill tries to stay in
the direction of increasing
minority enrollment. It’s not
the best answer, but it is an
answer."
Langan added that the bill
makes no reference to funding or financial aid.
CSCSPA will also discuss a
possible 81 fee to be charged
to the students in state colleges throughout the state,
which would go to college
alumni associations as well
as the statewide alumni
association, said Ferryman.
The money would help the
associations explore new
areas, Ferryman continued,
and do things they are
unable to do on the fluctuating budgets they derive from
private donations.
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one way let
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leaves S.F
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Lontact.
SUSI BRI DWELL
COLLEGE UNION BLDG.
CALL 408/287-8240
STUDENT SERVICES WEST
Available only to CSC
students, faculty
staff & immediate family

the various student-faculty
committees. Sparks believes
he has now filled all of the
significant positions and is
currently working on the remainder.
Sparks employs a staff of
four in the Personnel Selection Office with Raul Vaca
working as his assistant.
"The only real qualifications we are looking for in
committee members are a
willingness to work and a desire to participate and improve the educational system," he commented. "We
want ordinary people who
are so fed up that they’re
willing to miss classes in
order to get things done. We
don’t need students who are
simply looking for a good
mark on their record."
Sparks feels the main problem with the committee
system is that it’s archaic
and geared to the faculty and
not the students.

mittee workings. He says it
often takes six to nine
months to complete one project.
Sparks’ duties and aspirations do not end at SJS. In

activities, some high school
seniors from other parts of
the country arrived Friday
night to be in time for the
program Saturday.
The program introduced
qualified students who had
applied to SJS to tour the
campus and preregistei for
three special SJS pro-

’13 Picnic
On Sunday
A picnic to pledge solidarity with the 13 arrested in
the anti-recruiting demonstration at SJS last week will
be held Sunday from 1-5 p.m.
in St. James Park.
The picnic had originally
been scheduled for Saturday
in William Street . Park.
Several rock bands and a
folk singer are billed to perform. Food will be served,
and discussion groups are
planned.
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Work
and Its
Discontents

The Most Loyerly
Picture of All
"MY FAIR LAD’S"
Rex Harrison,
Audrey Hepburn

addition to serving as Center
Director at Wilson Park in
Cupertino, he is currently on
the April 20 ballot for the
Santa Clara Board of Education.

NO COVER ’NO MINIMUM

Today, as the efficiency
sperts more into the seats
of power In Washington -foreboding ill for those concerned with the maxirtileation
of human welfare ’end
CreativityDaniel Belt’s
Seminal little work is more
relerent than at any lime
Since It spewed
- front the Introduction
by Lowy Co..,
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tutorials
gramsthe
program, the humanities
program, or the natural
science program.
At the program the high
heard
school
seniors
speakers discuss financing,
student housing, activities,
and special college services.
To show the visitors
around campus, volunteers
were enlisted by the activities office from the residence
halls and Alpha Phi Omega,
the service fraternity.
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REED SPARKS
...Personnel Officer
"The whole procedure
should be revamped," he
suggested. "If we eliminate
some of these unnecessary
committees and find people
who are genuinely interested, the students could
form a cohesive unit to work
with the college administration."
the
believes
Sparks
administration is very
elastic and willing to help
students, but they haven’t
been approached in the correct manner.
One of the discouraging
things, according to the
junior recreation major, is
the time consumed in corn -
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Spartans, Cal Square Off in Big Meet Tomorrow
4-SPARTAN DAILY Friday March 12, 19 71

By .101IN MURPHY
Hails Sports Editor
er)., vers close, - was
the e eaninent given by track
coach
Bullard
Ernie
concerning the SJS-UC
Berkeley encounter tomorrow at Cal’s Edwards Stadium. Field events are scheduled to begin at 1:15 while
runtime; events will get under
way at 2 1).111.
The meet %kill be very important since it pits two of
the strongest track squads in
the country. In last year’s
action the Bears defeated the
then defending NCAA champion Spartans, 84-70.
"l’his will be a high’ competitive, extremely close
meet," continued Bullard.
’Roth teams are stronger
than last year. On paper Cal
is just a little bit stronger.
But with all the emotional
atmosphere surrounding the
meet, a lot of unpredictable
things could happen."
GAINES OUT
Injuries and illness could
hurt the Spartans’ hopes of a
revenge victory. What was
heralded as the sprint of the
year, pitting two top sprinters from each school, will
see only one running for SJS.
Kirk Clayton 19.3) will have
to handle the 100 for the

Gaines III, Clayton Duels Berkeley Sprint Pair

Spartan, aca lust the I ’a I eluo
of lsaac curies 19.31atcd
Hart

9.21.

Billie

lidifics, Clay ton’s running
mate w ell miss the meet due
to dines,
Coninienting on the 100,
the 5.15 coach said, "Kirk
will have tee carry the load in
the sprints. Billie will definite’ Is not run."
In last year’s meet. Clayton beat hart and Curtis in
the 100 in 9.:1 but was defeated in the 220 by those two
plus Dave Masters.
(’ART s’ STRONG
SJS appears to be at a
slight advantage in the hurdles. George Carty ( 13.5) ran
an easy 14.2 last weekend in
the small college meet
hosted by SJS. I.en Gaskill
will provide strength in the
440 intermediates. Gaskill
ran a 53.0 last weekend.
Erroll Dolphin will back him
UP.
On the injured list is 440
standout Elmo Dees, suffering from a groin injury.
Dees’ chances of competing
are about 50-50. Dees ran a
46.8 last weekend. Backing
him will be James Love who
ran a 48.4 mile relay leg last
Saturday. Cal will counter
with Ed Bonner 147.61, Vince
Ansley
47.71 and Jim

thilreo
the 19,0 state junior college 880 champion lee Marshall will pros lily the Spartans’ main threat in that distance. Backing him could be
Buck Black who ran a 1:52.8
last weekend. Cal’s main
threat will be Rick Brown

e1 s5)),II I. the Brio state high
school chamPlone
The mile will be a duel between Black arid Cal’s Clifton West 14:04.41. West, a
%my strong runner, turned in
a fine 9:01.4 two mile last
Saturday .
5.15’ chief threat in the two

uncle 01 be Maury Greer
Greer will he
backed by Gary Hanson and
Mark Evans. Greer is in
good shape and ran a strong
4:14.6 mile last Saturday.
The pole vault will be the
only one sided event of the
meet. Here, the Spartan trio

Full Slate
Scheduled
For SJS

HIGH HURDLER -Spartan George Carty
heads for the tape in the 120 high hurdles in
the small college meet last Saturday at Bud
Winter Field. (’arty ran a winning 14.2 in

that race. The Spartan speedster will be
counted on to win the 120 highs tomorrow
against CC Berkeley,
-Daily photos by Tim Tittle

Judokas Topple Bears;
Squad Looks To Finals
The SJS judo team, getting
ever closer to the NCAA
finals, trounced the U.C.
Berkeley, 100-17, in a black
belt judo meet last Wednesday.
Coach Yosh Uchida used a
sprinkling of freshmen and
sophomore black belts to
completely dominate the
Bears.
This Sunday, Uchida will

ONE-TWO-Spartans Buck Black and Lee Marshall finished
one-two in the 880 Saturday in the small college meet hosted
by 5.15. Black will run the mile tomorrow against UC Berkeley while Marshall will handle the 880.

Intramurals
A tentative schedule was
announced by the intramural
department for playoffs next
week in intramural soccer.
Regular games close this
week.
In ii major upset two days
ago, the Handicaps handed
the Iron Peppers their first
loss of the year, 2-1. Both
teams are tied with a 3-1
record.
The leading team in the
tournament is the Iranian
Eagles, captained by Foroud
Payandehjoo. The Eagles
are the only undefeated club.
If they finish the season
undefeated ( they played a
final game yesterday I they
meet the Westerners Tues.
dzi. at 5 p.m. in a first round

playoff game.
Other playoff games include; the Gougers and Sunshine Boys Monday at 5 p.m.,
Sigma Chi and the Handicaps Monday at 4 p.m., and
the Iron Peppers against
Theta Chi Monday at 5 p.m.
In basketball, two undefeated intramural teams met
Wednesday night. The Over
the Hill team gave the Nubs
their first loss 50-44. Over the
Hill now leads the B league.
In the C league Wednesday, the Three Musketeers beat the Kityamas, 5034. while the Hunch Bunch
handed the Handicaps a 50-36
loss in D league. It was the
Handicaps’ first loss.

enter 25 of Ms black belts in
the Senior Pacific AAU
Championships to be held at
San Francisco.
-The meet on Sunday will
be another good indicator of
how w ell We are doing," said
Uchida,
is very similar to
the one in Seattle we had
several weeks ago."
The meet Sunday is also
doubly important because

Golfers Blitz SCU;
Five Go Under Par
Five of six Spartan Golfers
broke par yesterday as SJS
blitzed the University of
Santa Clara Broncos on their
home course in Spring Valley, 26-1.
The win, the Spartans
fourth of the year, was the
second rout of the Broncos
this season. On Feb. 29 SJS
took Santa Clara at San Jose
Country Club 23-5.
An elated Jerry Vroom
said, "We finally get untracked. It was our best
showing of the year. I hope
we will continue to play better now. I think the match
was good for the players confidence."
Steve Hakes led SJS with a
3 under par 69. John Adams
and Steve Bohn finished the

MINIMMEIMMIIMEMILIIIIIIMMIMEMIPI
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of Vic Dias 117-01, Bob
Richards 116-0’? and Frank
Rock 115-6) could sweep the
event. Last Saturday both
Dias and Richards barely
missed 16-6. Cal’s hope will
be Charlie Gieck 115-01,
WEIGHT EVENTS
Just about anything could
happen in the weight events.
Berkeley’s Terry Lewis
i has the best mark in the
shot put but could be threatened by Spartan Greg Born
i 55-931
Gary O’Sullivan
will back up Born.
In the discus the duel will
probably be oetween O’Sullivan ( 182-11) and Cal’s Jim
Penrose 1184-8). Penrose
threw 177-4 last weekend
while O’Sullivan had a 17462 toss.
A very competitive battle
could materialize in the
javelin between Spartan
Mike Metz 1251-2) and Bear
Bruce Kennedy 1249-10).
The long jump will see
Spartan co-captain Chuck
Sundsten leading the field.
Gary Moody ( 24-8) will back
him up. Cal will be led by
Jim Fraser c 25-121 and Steve

18 holes in 70. Mark Lye and
Glenn Woodruff shot 71’s.
Senior Kelly Moser the
teams number one player
was low man against Santa
Clara with a one over par 73.
SJS returns to San Jose
Country Club Monday to play
Fresno State. Vroom says of
them, ’They are one of the
top five ranking teams on the
coast. They are
usually
strong. They are a very fine
team. They are led by Mike
Paniccia who is an outstanding golfer."
TOWNE
ill

CHARTER JET

From Oakland to
Madrid & Munich

Aug 26

Marseille & Pisa - Sept
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CraAl
Recording
Products
And a wide variety
of 4 track, 8 track,
and cassette tapes

TAPES
EXCLUSIVE

spaces are available to
faculty, staff, students of
The California State Colleges

Fare:

For Information:

Office of
International Programs
1600 Holloway Avenue

575 E Santa Clara

Mon. -Fri. 11 a.m.-6 p.m
9 a.m.-6p.m.
Closed Tues. and Sun
297-3986

$195 one way

San Francisco,
California

94123

(415) 469-1004

Sunday Services
11:oo am & 6:30 pm
Collegians
9:30 am Seminar
8:15 pm Impact
Dr.

Clarence R. Sands

Pastor

First Baptist Chu re h
800 Ironwood Drive

Barry Keiser

Make your education complete

Minister to Collegians

Transportation from West Hall -9:00 am SUNDAYS

EUROPEAN DELIVERY ON BMW CARS & BIKES
Going to Europe? San Jose BMW
offers European delivery at substantial savings. Use your new BMW
car or bike while you are in Europe and bring it back with you
when you return.

SAN JOSE BMW
1438 S. let.

292-7707

Sales 9.9 Daily Service 8-5 Mon thru Fri

Monday, March 15, Palo Alto High School
Auditorium at El Camino and Embarcadero
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Admission $1.50
Tickets available at box office.
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599 College Ave., Palo Alto N151321-4200
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Take a smart step away
from the everyday In
comfort. This boot, like
all Voyageurs, Is built
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fit American feet. Come
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fit to be tied!
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Use This Coupon
Save 25c On A Small Pizza
Save 50c On A Medium Pizza
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A CONVERSATION WITH CARL ROGERS
and JOURNEY INTO SELF
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San Jose BMW
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Psychological Film Series
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very good times even though
it is early in the season."
Following the Cal meet
SJS will return home to host
Stanford next Saturday.
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the top three places in each
weight category will qualify
for the AAU finals to be held
in St. Louis in late April. The
N(’AA finals will be held on
April 3 in Berkeley.
In Wednesday’s meet, the
black belts took 10 matches,
led by Norman Naritoku and
Angelo Workings.
Other winners for the
Spartans were Randy Nishikawa, Henry Sakaida, John
Leek, Steve Ota, Dan
Kikuchi and Marvin Kusoinoto.

SJS spring sports head into
full gear this weekend with a
full slate of activities.
The featured event this
weekend will be the SJS-UC
Berkeley track meet tomorrow at Cal. Additionally, the
baseball team opens the
conference season with a
three-game series with Cal
State Los Angeles and the
tennis team faces its strongest challenge so far as they
travel to Berkeley today to
face the Bears.
BASEBALL
Fri. Cal State Los Angeles
at SJS - 2:30 p.m.
Sat. Cal State Los Angeles
at SJS - 12:00 p.m.
GYMNASTICS
Fri. Cal State Los Angeles
at SJS - 7:30 Spartan Gym.
JUDO
Sun. Senior Pacific AAU
Championships - San Francisco - all day.
TENNIS
Fri. SJS at UC Berkeley 2:00 p.m.
TRACK
Sat. SJS at UC Berkeley 1:15 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. Cal State Hayward at
SJS, Women’s Gym - 10:00
a.m.
WOMEN’S GYMNASTICS
DGWS Compulsory Championship Meet at Diablo Valley College - 9:30 a.m.

Itogaway I25-9"4
Adrian Porter 150-10) will
battle Cal’s Rich Dunn 501i’.0 in the triple jump.
Porter did not compete in
last week’s action.
SJS will have the slight
advantage in the high jump
mainly because of Willie
Crawford (.til-6
Reggie
Morris ( 6-8) will help Crawford battle Mal MacFarlane
6-91 and Dave Fishbaugh ( 68 ):
"The competition will be
tense at this meet," stated
Bullard. "Weather permitting there should be some

564 S. Murphy
at El Camino
Sunnyvale

MINE
ROOM
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Social Commitment

Chicano’s Art Seen in C

role is to common’: .(tc with the people, and
the people I’m trying to
reach are Chicanos,"
stated Malaquias Montoya,
instructor in an art workshop at U(7 Berkeley’s (’hicano Studies, in an interview Monday.
His works can be seen in
the Creative Arts Room in
the C.U. for the next two
weeks.
Montoya, who spoke on
Chicano art with SJS
scholar -in -residence Froben Lozada last night in
the Loma Prieta room, is a
Bay Area artist specializing in acrylic painting and

silk screen printing.
Like other minority artists today, Montoya is
vitally aware of the problems of the Chicano community. To him, the artist
should not work separated
from the people but instead
be with them.
He declared, "Now is the
time to make a statement.
If you try to move people,
you have to talk with them.
The people look to the artist
for direction."
According to the Chicano
artist, most of his shows
have been held within
Mexican-American communities with very few

IOW

KIRI UNA
!AIM NATURAL

:A

MOVING THE PEOPLESilk screen and acrylic artist
Malaquias Montoya tries to relate his works to the Chicano community. This print is on display in the C.U. Creative Arts room.
Daily photos by John Ainlay

exceptions. Presently.. his
pictures are on display in
the Creatives Arts Room
behind the C.U. gallery for
the next two weeks.
-We have to educate ourselves to help them
( Chicanos) with their problems," Montoya explained. His constant
activity of coordinating art
and Chicano problems is a
"total involvement, 24
hours a day, 365 days a
year."
An artist for more than
ten years, Montoya repeatedly stressed the importance of the Chicano
artist associating actively
with
the
Mexican American community and
its people.
To him, Chicanos can be
reached by exhibiting art
in communities, rather
than in art museums. "I
feel that the artist should
not just stay in his studio
but should get involved, relate to the community," he
commented.
Although the Chicano explained that his art was not
actually "social protest" in
nature, he added that "I try
to express things around
me."
It is quite evident, however, that when viewing his
art work there is a strong
undercurrent of socially
relevant themes ( for
example, injustice). This is
especially true of his beautiful silk screen prints. C.U.
art gallery director John
Carr described Montoya as
an
"excellent
printmaker."
The social aspect in Montoya’s an admittedly plays
an essential part in his
works, but they can also
be fully appreciated from
an aesthetic point of view.

SOCIAL COMMENTMalaquias Montoya’s untitled
acrylic painting shows his interest in contemporary
society and the Chicano people.
The rich, deep colors
greens, purples, blacks)
of his silk screen prints
have an almost totally
different tonal approach
from the bright, poster-like
colors of his four huge
paintings.
Figures of people in
various social roles dominate his acrylic works
while relevant declarations
are proclaimed in his
prints with carefully delineated, active figures.
A striking print by him
depicts a dark silhouette
against a green background. A spear, which has
the United States flag on it,
pierces his heart. Beneath
the scene is the words
"Murio
una
muerte
natural"
"he died a
natural death").

A couple of his screen
prints have the Chicano
movement black beret and
grape boycott symbol in
them.
A vivid picture of three *
priests holding a cross,
chalice, and bowl has their *i
reflections in the shiny
table as skulls. Montoya is
a direct person in his criticism of society.
Like the Mexican muralists of the early 1900’s,
Montoya’s art mirrors his *
attempt to draw attention *
to the Chicano problem and
its cultural, historical and
social involvements today. *i
As he explains, "If I want
to relate my thing ( art), I
must be with my people."
His art achieves this goal
by its very subject matter.

M.A. Candidacy Show

Art Gallery Offers Variety

1

By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Entertainment Writer
Variety describes this
week’s art gallery show, the
Master’s Candidacy Exhibit,
where there’s something for
everyone.
From blocky bronze sculpture to intricate yarn weavings and in such materials as
metal, resin and clay to
paintings,
photographs,
sculpture, and weaving can
be viewed until today in the
art gallery.
In order to attain candifor an M.A. on art, the
ty
dent is required to pre-

sent his work to the Art Department and demonstrate
the ability to sustain graduate level work.
The most fascinating piece
in the sculpture group, to
me, was Harold Michaelsen’s bronze rectangle.
Standing 18 inches high, it
has slight dent marks in it.
"The finished bronze
pieces have a feeling of
fluidity and plasticity contrary to the medium involved," he explained on a
label near his work. What is
unique about Michaelsen’s
object is a curious but de -

LEE MARVIN
Photo courtesy of Marvel Galaxy

Friday Flicks
A small, quiet island is the
setting for tonight’s Friday
Flick, "Hell in the Pacific,"
starring Lee Marvin and Toshiro Mifune.
A Pacific island during
World War H becomes a personal battleground when an
American pilot and a Japanese naval officer find themselves stranded there. They

taunt and torture each other
at first, but soon realize that
only through a joint effort
can they escape their island
prison.
They eventually build a
boat and sail to a nearby
island fortress, where they
steal supplies, get drunk and
finally, turn against each
other again.

finite S-shaped curve. Movement, seldom seen to such an
extent in sculpture, is evident in the art piece.
VOLTAGE
By using high voltage electricity,
Vernon
Caron
attempts to create a kind of
stationary kinetic sculpture.
His use of wire, wood and
electricity make his work
very contemporary.
Although there are painted
canvases in unusual shapes
and sizes, sculpture commands by far the greater
bulk of attention by the
gallery visitor.
A clear, transparent block
colored with a pink rainbowlike form by graduate
Ronald Geary shows his concern with light "in the purest
of metal-acrylic forms."
According to an explanatory note by the sculptor,
"surface treatment. . . will
be as important as the
coloration." Highly reflective surfaces and the role of
light are factors stressed in
his work.
Relieving the stability and
heaviness of the sculpture in
the art gallery is a weaving
in yarn and jute by Donna
Armstrong. Its light beige
tone is suitable to the carefree quality produced in the
suspended piece.
Erin Goodwin’s two large
screen prints strike me as
being the most outstanding
painting on display in the
gallery this week. The pictures, which are in the tradition of Roy Lichtenstein,
illustrate glamorous, futuristic space women.
’I feel the importance of

Student Reporters Examine
Campus Issues

I

KTEHChannel 54
Friday Eve., 9:30 P.M.

my current work lies in its
rather ’pop’ approach to contemporary images, its
humor, and its colorboth
literal and figurative," the
printmaker explained in a
written statement.
Robert Burrill, candidate
in graphics 1 film making).
has a photographic series of
still life, trains and nature on
display. His photos show that

he has a keen and discriminating eye for detail.
This week’s gallery visitor
will be pleasantly surprised
to see the many types of
materials graduate artists at
VS have worked with to
reate timely pieces.
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By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
One performance can
sometimes make an entire
film. In "I Never Sang for
My Father," Academy
Award winner Melvyn Douglas parlays a powerfully
poignant story with his 40
years of acting experience to
produce a moving and realistic film.
Adapted from Robert
Anderson’s 1968 Broadway
play of the same name, the
film depicts an 80-year-old
man, fast reaching senility,
who attempts to completely
dominate his middle aged
writer-son.
The story deals honestly with
the deterioration of the
family structure in today’s
society and the problems
that often develop. These are
universal problems that
someday will have to be
faced by almost everyone
and that is one of the movie’s
virtues.
Once an important figure
in his community, Tom
Garrison is now a "forgotten
man in an ungrateful city."
Still living in the past, the
bigoted old man remains set
in his ways, unwilling to
admit that his life and accomplishments are over.
Douglas, who has been nominated for an Oscar for his
performance, portrays the
aging, ultra -proud father as
a man desperately in need of
his son’s love, but totally oblivious as to how to obtain it.
He depicts the blatant
nuiances
and
chronic
nagging of the man with an
art that is impressive to
watch.
Gene Hackman plays
opposite Douglas as the bewildered son who wants to
escape the shadow of the
man he never knew, but always wanted to love. Although he is no where near
as polished a performer as
Douglas,
Hackman
is
quickly gaining the skills to
become a top talent in the
film world, and is currently
in the running for a supporting actor oscar for this role.
Producer-Director Gilbert
Cates does a solid job of
directing although it is
doubtful he had much influence on the Douglas performance. Cates utilizes
some unusual, but effective
camera angles and his frame
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Symphony

Band To Play
The SJS Symphonic Band will present a concert next
Tuesday in the Concert Hall of the Music Building at 8:15
p.m.
The band, under the direction of Dr. Vernon Read, associate professor of music, will begin the program with
Mendelssohn’s "Overture fur Harmoniemusik, Op. 24"
and perform such pieces as Telemann’s "Water Music-...
and Warren Benson’s "The Solitary Dancer."
The concert will conclude with the "Finale" from
Dimitri Shostakovich’s "Symphony No. 5."
Co-sponsored by the Associated Students the program is
free of charge and open to the public.

PARTS
IMPORTED CAR

Poignant Story

a

Phone (415) 392-8513

.11

EVERY
FRI. & SAT.
NIGHT
8:30 PM TO
1:30 AM

DR. VERNON READ
Conductor

’Father’

SPRING & SUMMER

MANN

UPDATE

KINETIC SCULPTUREVernon Caron, SJS art graduate, is
among the sculptors represented in an exhibit in the gallery.
The painting and sculpture show ends today.
Daily photo by Steve Marley

The San Jose State College A Cappello Choir, under
the direction of Dr. Charlene
Archibeque, assistant professor of music, will perform
this Sunday in Christ the
Good Shepherd Church, 1515
Meridian Rd., at 8 p.m.
The concert features two
chamber groups, the Chamber
Singers
and
the
Choraliers, jointly composed
of 30 well-trained vocalists
competitively selected from
the A Cannella Choir for
musicianship and vocal expertise.
The Chamber Singers specialize in Renaissance vocal
music.
The Choraliers perform
contemporary music as well
its madrigals, while A
Cannella selections range
from Renaissance to Romantic periods.
The concert is open to the
public.

jpimmaimummalik DIXIELAND JAZZ
with the
Charter Fli? ghts Europe 1971

KTEH-Channel 54
announces

13 ANS ER

HIGH
VOL TAW

SJS
Choir
Sings

t.

ECONOMY
IMPORTS

stopping technique at the
conclusion, which highlights
the final fierce farewell
between father and son, is a
good device.
"I Never Sang for My
Father" is said to have lost
all of the $195,000 it cost to
stage on Broadway. Con- ,
sidering the presence of
Douglas, it is extremely
doubtful that this version
will meet the same fate.

Ian,
Tools
Ariessortes
for Imported Automobiles

E mpe-Koni Shocks
3403 Stevens
Creek Blvd.
2 13-6 100

THE CENTER FOR CREATIVITY AND GROWTH
599 College Ave., Palo Alto(415) 321-4200
presents

CREATIVE AGGRESSION or HOW TO FIGHT FAIR
with Dr. George Bach
(Author of The Intimate Enemy)
Friday, March 12,8 p.m., Rickey’s Hyatt House
4219 El Camino Real, Palo Also. Admission S3.
Saturday, March 13, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Center.
Admission S45.

Call the Center to register.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

PtIONE 295-6202

DICK LLOYD’S
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
FREE Complete Electronic Engine
Analysis with each tune-up.
VOLKSWAGEN Specialists.
346 Josefa St.
(Between Aurora’s and San Carlos)
San Jose, California

THUNDERBIRD

GOLF COURSE
221 SOCTI I KING BOAD
259-3335

SPECIAL!
STUDENTS AND FACULTY RATES
GREEN FEES

Weekdays S1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 NOON S1.75

DRIVING RANGE

18 HOLES
ALL GREEN
PAR 65

Nice thung’ happen to people at Ilineaolle,saeui
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Kids Learn Fast
In Restaurant

Speak!
Stiff

*-

By 1’ AI FLAGG
Daily staff Writer
Dionisio Sanchez, a 5-year old kindergarten pupil.
anxiously left the blue van
and scurried into his unusual
classroom. The classroom
was a restaurant.
Once inside, he dragged
his chair up to the table next
to his friend Monica Fernandez. Then he, Monica and
13 of their schoolmates waited for their lesson to begin.
Dionisio knew it would be a
fun lesson, for he has been

’Campus New Briefs

’Runner’ Aired

practicing for some time. Spanish language," accordWhat is the lesson? It is to ing to Robert Raniirez
order breakfast. But the teachers’ aid who is involved
catch is that he must order in in the program. Ramirez is
English and Spanish as do an SJS senior with both a
the other children.
special education
and
Dionisio is one of 20 kin- Spanish major.
dergarten -aged boys and
Some of the children conic
girls at San Antonio Elemen- to the class only speaking
tary School in Sin Jose who English or Spanish, and
are taking part in a bilingual when they leave they are bieducation program, spon- lingual in varying degrees.
sored by Santa Clara County.
Ramirez shows a menu to
SJS SENIOR
the happy smiling faces that
-The curriculum in this are around the table. He exclass hasn’t changed except plains to them both in Engthat it is supplemented with lish and Spanish what a
menu is and also includes a
tidbit about what a waiter is
and what he does.
FIRST TIME
Now the time has come for
them to order their breakfast. They could hardly wait
feasting down Telegraph not only because they were
Avenue, with "showers of hungry but also because it
flowers," will begin at noon. was the first time for many
Persons partaking in the of them to eat in a restaufestivities will find them- rant.
The young exuberant
selves "dancing in ecstasy,
enjoying the pleasures of a voices broke out in both
Spanish
and English as they
mystical
religious
experience," according to told the camarero ( waiter )
Danny Olrech, a Brahma what food they wanted.
(’hraya student of the scrip- Orange juice and rolls were
ordered as well as Mass
tures).
"By people finding a com- Harina, a type of flour mixed
ass
mon meeting place, with no with hot cocoa and eaten
class structure, peace can be paste.
It is fun to learn. If you
attained," Olrech said. "By
always seeking higher plea- doubt it, just ask a San
sures, as through the Hare Antonio bilingual kindergarten pupil.
Krsna movement, people
can control their pleasures in
a way most beneficial to
their bodies," added Olrech.
The Lord Chaitanya festival, celebrating the incarVOLKSWAGEN REPAIR’,
10% oil with student
nation of god and the new
body card.
ilL N. Sunset
year should prove to be inS.J.
251-6000
teresting to any open-minded
person. Olrech feels. He
added that the feast of Krsna
Prasadam ( spiritual food )
consisting of vegetables,
eggs, or fish will be a
wonderful experience for
ANNOLIN(118 IN IS
anyone who hasn’t tried it

Hare Krsna Festival
Has Dance and Feast
Feasting and festivities
will highlight the Hare Krsna
Spring Festival, celebrating
the day Lord Chaitanya reappeared, Sunday at Telegraph and Bancroft avenues
in Berkeley.
(’hanting, dancing, and

Lawyers
Examine
Judiciary
An SJS student quizzes this casual stroller about unemployment and the rising cost of living. The reporter
found that his interviewee did not mind being unemployed and could care less about being able to qualify
for food stamps. His only concern was whether or not
he would have a "woof" over his head.
-Photo by Steve Marley

International Week
To Feature Barbecue
A dance, a food bazaar, cussions and activities
and a barbecue will highlight depicting various world culInternational Week Monday tures.
Planning for the week will
through Friday, May 3-7.
Sponsored by the Inter- begin Monday at 1 p.m. in
Cultural Steering Com- the Intercultural Center, 484
mittee, the week’s festivities E. San Fernando St. Any
will kick off with a cultural foreign student organization
fair on the third level of the on campus is eligible to send
College Union. It will last representatives to this meetthroughout the entire week ing and to participate in
and feature exhibits, dis- International Week.

A panel discussion featuring nine lawyers from the
San Jose area will meet today to discuss the question
"Are There Alternatives to
Our Present Legal System?"
The discussion will be held
at 4 p.m. in the Associated
Students Council chambers
on the third level of ihe College Union.
Linda Campbell, organizer
of the event, said, "We’re
exploring the validity of the
statements of Supreme
Court Chief Justice Warren
Burger and
President
Nixon concerning the judicial system, which they have
described as ’chaotic.’ "
Among the speakers are:
John T. Ball of the County
Bar Association, Prof. Howard H. Anawalt of the
Santa Clara University
School of Law, and Fred Hie stand of California Rural
Legal Assistance.

TODAY
FASA (Filipino-American
Student Association). 7 p.m.,
1CSC. Get together for Filipino students.
The Humanities Club, 730
p.m., Dr. Panagopoulos’
home. Pianist Fredrick
Squatrito.
Bio-Photo Club, 12 noon, S237. Talk and demonstration
on the use of extention tubes
and extention billows.
SJS Ski Club. 7:30 p.m.,
Fifth and San Carlos streets.
Ice skating at Sunnyvale Ice
Palace.
Jonah’s
Wail
Coffee
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th St.
Open folk jam nite.
Friday Flicks. 7 and 10
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. "Hell in the Pacific."
TOMORROW
Jonah’s Wail
Coffee
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th St.
Folkmusic by David Yinger,
Valerie, Scott Remfort.
Sierra Club, 9 a.m., Fourth
and San Salvador streets.
Weekend camping trip to
Buten() State Park.
Rho Epislon, 9 a.m.,
Fourth and San Fernando
streets. Tour of Modular
Housing Factory in Gilroy.
Air Force Reserve Officer
Qualifying Test, 8 a.m., McQuarrie Hall 321.
SUNDAY
Spartan Hoed, 10 a.m.,
PER 101. Volleyball practice. Open to everyone.
I.utheran and United
Ministries Worship, 6 p.m.,
The Chapel of Reconciliation, 300 S. 10th St. Worship
and fellowship.
Hillel Foundation, 11:30
a.m., Jewish Student Center,
47 S. Fifth St. Seminar on the
Middle East.
College Group - The New

Wineskin, 7 pin., The New
Wineskin. Dialogue between
growers and farm workers
on lettuce boycott.
Alpha Eta Rho, 2 p.m.,
Royal Lanai Apts. Meet at
recreation room.
MONDAY
International Week, 1
p.m., Intercultural Center,
10th and San Fernando
streets. All organizations
who would like to participate
in International Week activities and food bazzar should
send representatives to this
meeting.
A.S.M.E., 7:30 p.m.,
Chairman Untalan’s Apt..
Rec. room. Flyers in engineering building for location.
’1’1’F:SDAY
Women’s Liberation. 7:30
p.m., (’.U. Guadalupe.
Orientation meeting for new
women.
S.J. Parks and Recreation
Commission. 3 p.m., Lenin -

before,

Austin Healy Sprite 44 Convertible.
rebult engine, 67 trans. new tires, very
’loud cone SSW or best offer Call 286
bits or 241 29913

RING &
VALVE
JOB
MOTALOY
DOES IT

Folk Concert
The Students for Peace and
Freedom Party will sponsor
a "Friday Night Spectacular" in the College Union
Snack Bar tonight at 7 p.m.
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FRIDAY FLICK "Hell in the Pacific"
’ 8, 10 PM Morris Dailey Wad
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
meeting discussing humanism
organized humanist move
will be presented by the
’,.5151 COMMUNITY OF SAN
I
ri 17 Mar 8 pm at 738 N 2nd
tnIl 5017 for more information
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
oublic meeting discussing humanism
rind the organized humanist move
"rent, Will be presented by the
if DMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
iOSE. Fri. 12 Mar 8 p m at 738 N 2nd
Call 294 5017 for more information
ZEBRA HUT-relax and have a draft
with friends shoot a game of darts
and unwind THE ZEBRA HUT 577W
Alma Ave
FREE PUPPY Labrador combine
i.on, about 6 Wks old, female black
out Was left 0000r door step Call
.139 8692
Alpha Eta Rho meeting Sunday March
Oat Royal Lanai apts. 1155 Lanai Ave
.if7pm Banquet of March 16 will be
iiscussed at the meeting

FOR SALE
4 650 13 Snow 8. Mud
r es Good cone Call Dan at 948 9308
S40 for set
30 day money back guarantee
ono..
rsaw
bni $6 la
1.44 re. twee.

0

FRIENDLY SALES
P.O. Box 1015
Cupertino, Ca. 95014

CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL

CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY
CREAMERY

Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet I Dr Sedan $100
327 6160
se VW Fresh engine 9 clutch, exhaust
i.x tract, hey, duty shocks, brakes IS
I,reS %INT Pert mech, ext. int. Out
..tanding car for coeds. See to believe!
Call Dick at 294 9170 after 7 8, week
ends

A

I ues..Sun.

h & Santa Clara

Develop your own hidden mental power through

MIND CONTROL
ESP
0
13

.
HABITS

p
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CIit mi I
CI INTIM

SLEEP

0 I II ALJACIll

141

TIME.
TUITION:
$3.00
7:30 P.M.

IKE&TINATURNER
THURSDAY, MARCH 25 8PM
San lose Civic Auditorium
TICKETS $3.75, $4.75, $5.75

Available at
San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
next to Fox Theatre 246-1161)

ALFA-ROMEO 1967 G TV Excep
tional specimen. mechanically perfect
must sell Cali 365 0735
VW 66 Excellent mech. diagnostic
report 20,000 ml on engine much new
paint, brakes etc
must see $800
offer. call Joe 287 3481 eat 353

For Sale 63 FOrd XL $250 offer 67
MOB St.100 offer Call 297 3131. 67
pm Leave Message
NASH METROPOLITAN Convertible
61 Good Shape, 5150 Firm Call 215
7660 "Classic"
65 Chenille Malibu 317 4 sp. cam.
solids, new tires. brakes, L clutch, Et
Mags 5900 offer Call mike 159 5150

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
iackets. camping supplies. Navy pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denim wool
whites). London Bobby Capes, Spanish
Leather Jackets HIPPIE FASH
IONS Furs& Leather. JACK & PAT’S
3RD HAND STORE 375 E Redding
St Si Also 7036 Thornton ave
Newark 101 Mon Thurs 106 Fri S.
Sat
69 YAMAHA DT-I 1250 Eneuro) Low
Milage Great trails bike. Niohwav
.legal Extra eqpt 0500 Call Bob al ter 6
pm Toes. Than.. Fri
ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC
a bode
gradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286
THE LIVING BED The original and
Only guaranteed HEATED waterbed
By innerspace Environments Doer
be Misled by Cold beds Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar. 10 yrs. With:
Bag, safety liner heater ZS auto con
trol See at 1424 Searcy Dr. Si fir , Almaden Expy 265 5485 or In 051. 743
0360

Ramada Inn Bayshore
F reeway at Agnew
Santa Clara

11031 ISO Ill
MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet
near campus 295 8781 or 295 2355.
Reasonably Priced’
ROOMS63.mo kitchen privileges
available. 1 block from SJS, 155 So.
Ilth St Call 2954063
Girls: turn 2 bedroom apt ’a blk SJS
No. LeMsi, 1148.1 berm-512G. 401 S 10th
St 10 am
2 pm CY2 1327.
MEN -Room with porch, furnace heat.
wall to wall carpet, near college quiet
406 So 11th St
LIBERAL FEMALE for irnrnecl occu
pancy in 1 berm turn apt on 67 S 9th
ONLY 557 rno Call 275 0596

March 30 - April 4

DIONNE
WARWICK
Show

April 1 2 - 18
LIBERACE
April 20 - 25
GLEN CAMPBELL
TICKETS at Circle Star Box
Office: Macy’s; Ticketron and
regular agencies. For information call 364-2550 or 982-6550.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, large
2 bdrrn apt 2 block from campus.
Share w 2 buys. 545 So. 7th No, 12, 294
8221 aft 5.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share house with 5 other chicks SSO
per rel0 291 N. 10th St Call 287 7586

RENT A TV OR STEREO No Depend,
Free Delivery, Free Service, Call
Esche’s 25T-3598.
Typing-term papers, etc.. doper
,enced and fast Phone 2698674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast.
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter
phone 2146081
FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit Four miles from
campus Mrs Aslanian 298.4104.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
immediately Furnished, own room
S65 Per mo 451 So 10th Si Can
Dianne 787 7463

TV’S FOR RENT - SPECIAL STU
DENT RATE $9.00 per month Call
3712935

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
APRIL 1 to JUNE 1.10 share apt w 2
others 160 per mo Call 295 0994

Income Tax Preparation 52.50 8, up. I
5 PM M F or by appointment. 180 E
William St S J Ph 2002661

1,2, or 3 FEMALE ROOMMATES
NEEDED Large house 240 So 12th St
55200 Call 275 9789

WATERBEDS: From $50 All sizes
inct Round 8. 7x9 Jumbo Sexually
benefic Alive. Moving wyou, enhancing your energies Healthy, float
ing freely w perfect back support so
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
Inas Ave I rni from SJS on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime BUS 1263

Female Rmmts. needed 121 to share
house on 10th St S48 each plus utilities
Pets 0 K 295 556.1

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body Darlene M Miller. RE 247 No.
Third. San Jose. 295 0995.

ROOMMATE Needed. Call evenings
or mornings (early or late) 293 1271 060
per month or $47 SO

Men’s Ski Beets 12M EXC COND
Master Austria. 025 Call After a pm
251 4715

Female Roommate nettled to share
apt 545 per mo. color TV, on S 91051
Near campus, call 287 2766 after

Jewelry Custom design in cost gold
and silver One of a kind wedding
bands 0, other things. Gee. Larimore
Old Town lin the back) 354.8804.

Mill1=1111011

WANTED: Good Pianist & Bass Play
er (JAZZ only) Prefer string bass
Hours will not interfer with studies or
school Want musicians, not rock play
ers. Recording dates also Call Joe
MOrne Aft 0.2318400, Work 2022 SJSC
We need parttime help. Male or
Female, lies firs Management
Trainees Call Tom 366 6593 for inter

1011 AND FOUND
Lost I pr opre rirriglasses 8. 1 pr
shades together in cloth glass case
Call Carolyn 387 3481 Box no 714 Al
REWARD or information leading to
the recovery of a Syrian drum taken
from a eh St apt Fri Mar 5 Call 292
9748
Will the .....n who took my Brief
Case from Spartan Bookstore
PLEASE RETURN IT, to me I will
Pay No questions asked I need my
notes at least If you would drop them
off at the mailboxes at 4105 11th I’d
appreciate it Phone 285 8789 to
arrange a deal for the rest

Female Roommate wanted. Immediately Close to campus. Fur
nished 543 SO per month 427 S. 5th St.
No. 6 Call 297 2737
3 FEMALES to share lg. unfurn 2
bdrrn house with 2 others 447 S 12th
St 556 25 mo Call Marianne 266 4217
Newly remodeled room for rent very
clean, modern. a blks. to SJS K itch
pro non smoker only 565 per month
Call 287 3125
MALE ROOMMATE wanted for 3
bedroom apartment Call after 7 30
p m 628 S 10th St No 7 01667 per
Month
APT FOR RENT newly furnished
apt 2 berm 3 blocks irons campus,
5I60 per Imo 495 E Williams, 275 8089
House. gd place, fenced yard pets OK 3
br/rM 1 avail Will share 1 2 girls 1m n
nom SJS, Rent Rent 570 100 errand
Susan 293 5303 102271, 265 5671
2 Female rmmts
lower
division straight to share 2 bdrin house
on 12th St pets 0 K 555 each, 378 1562
Female Roommate needed to share Ig
house w 3 working students, own room
556 mo near campus 195 6535
RMMT needed 2 berm Town House
apt own berm turn except bdrrn 630
5th No 1 580 fro See to appreciate
Call 0955600 anytime
Female Roommate wanted. Own
orlon, own bathroom Dishwasher &
gbge disp avail Call Judy anytime
264 5307
Free Room & Board tore girl over 18
years old as a companion Call 298
2308
I or 2 girls 8. 1 deg need a room, with
good people Call Bonnie at 292 5069

CLASSIFIED BATES

PERSONALS

ARE YOU AFRAID OF SNAKES"
Experiment to help people overcome
their fear of snakes, cOnducted by ffic
Psychology Department stemma
University Call 964 0282_eves.
FRIDAY FLICK "Hell in the Pacific’
& 10 pm Morris Dailey Aud
19.

TRANSPORTATION

EUROPE, ISREAL, EAST AFRICA,
Student Travel Discounts, Official
S 0.F A Representative for inter
European student charter flights. Two
month Student Eurailpass 5125. Three
weeks camping in Russia and
Czechoslovakia 1156 Five weeks in
Spain, Portugal and Morocco 1230
London Capetown seven week African
safari $641 International Student I.D
Card Contact I.S.C.A. representative
Fred Black, 2536 Regent St Berkeley.
94704 Hours 46 pm. 14151 843 1557 or
LA office 12131 826 5669.
CAR POOL WANTED from Newark.
Centerville area Call Jirn 793.3143
afternoons
FRIDAY FLICK "Hell in the Pacific? 8. 10 PM Morris Dailey Aud.

Send in handy order blank
Enclosed cash or Cheek.
Make check out to Spartan
Daisy Class!, tees.

Phone
294-6414,
Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your art here:
(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for each line)
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Part Time or Full time sales, male or
female. 1300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr Workman 247 2900.

One rlet
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PLACE:

Scholarship

The

Tao Onis

Mt, Hy

With Alpha Dynamics you can totally relax anyti m.7. Banish Insomnia, Anxiety,
Tension. Enhance your learning ability and creel
y. I nor.... vitality and energy:
Become more sliccessf tit in business and personal it.. Learn techniques to help
Your loved ones; Become a better student and m uch. much morn.

DATE:
MA R.15th

A $100 scholarship is being
offered by the San Jose Police Wives’ Club to any SJS
junior or senior student
who is the son or daughter
of an officer of the San Jose
Police Department.
The scholarship is open to
all majors and is not restricted by the applicant’s
course of study. Applications
are available at the Finan-

69 KAWASAKI 280 F.4. Many .
inci 21" front wheel, silenced exp.
riamb. etc. Fresh engine 2650735.

IMPROVE
0 L)14

Dr. Jackie Fullerton, associate professor of sociology,
will be on a panel of speakers
discussing .stress and its
effects on marital relationships at the March 14 meeting of the Santa Clara Valley
Society of Marriage Counselors.
The meeting will be held at
1884 The Alameda at 7 p.m.
and is open to the public.
Dr. Fullerton, co-author of

College Students: Respectable part
time sales on commission baSiS Will
train Call collect 423 0915 or 475 9907,

SPECIAL LECTURE SEMINAR TELLS HOW TO:
CONTROL

Marital Stress

The Registered Sanitar
ians of Santa Clara County
will award a UM scholarship
to a SJS upper division student with an environmental
health major.
Applications for
the
scholarship are available at
the Financial Aids Office,
Room 234. The deadline for
filing applications is April 15.

’70 HONDA 350, Set up for dirt, 800 ml.
ostom tank. fenders I. seat 5500 tirm
/97 9860 Before 3 p m

67 VALIANT engine 6 cvl completely
rebuilt 4.000 rnileS 5200 automatic
trans S75 Call 289 1288
/

$200 Awards

A free rock concert and
crafts fair will be held tomorrow at O’Connor Green,
University of Santa Clara.
Eight bands will be featured
(luring the noon to dusk festivities.

1069 Triumph Motorcycle T1116.C,
Beautiful Condition, niust see to
adorer 51050. Call 295 9490.

VW COMPLETE TUNEUP 59 SO
parts, brakes, Cheapi A S 4 yrs cop
Call Greg 297 5203

....Good 10 Times Over!
March 16 & 17
700 59:00 p.m.
Loma Prieta Room - C.U.

Free Concert

SALES PART-TIME 53 50 per hour
72 year old fraternal organization has
opening for man to do service S.
membership work We offer complete
training, salary or commissions, ex
penses pension program, bonuses and
car plan Call Mr Mayo 93 at 263 1313
After 3 Call 356 4524.

Fordo,. .
die 61 recently
overhauled, radio & heater. call 397
1620

CIv I Ht-IT
Biodegrodable

HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S
HOWARD’S

"A filthy, good humored,
crass something-or other "
-New Yorker

,

JP.

CorsTrueksTraders

ger Center, Kelly Park, San
Jose. Meeting to hear a proposal by the Youth Science
Institute for restoration,
sound
and
utilization,
management of Alum Rock
Park.
SCIP, 7 and 9 p.m., CU.
Loma Prieta. Film-"Brand

("jai Aids Office in Room 234
of the Administration Building. Deadline for application
is April 15. The scholarship
will be awarded shortly after
the deadline.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

STOW Oit Buskiho
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Spartaguide

""rhe Normal Neuroses",
will be on a panel that includes Torn Rice, who is experienced with therapy for
families of the battered
child

BUG CLINIC

"While-U -Drive"
.

The Associated Students
will sponsor two screenings
of the film "The Naked
Runner" starring Frank Sinatra, Sunday in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is
50 cents for the 5 p.m. and 9
p.m. showings.
In the film Sinatra portrays a businessman whose
young son is kidnapped as a
means of making him
assume the role of assassin.
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